Wainman Trust invites you to go

PUDDIN’

TOGETHER

Do your friends fancy themselves as food critics? Are you surrounded by Domestic
Goddesses or are they more familiar with off the shelf? To raise money for the
Wainman Trust we invite you to invite your friends over for an evening of all things
delicious – well hopefully!
Each person brings a baked item giving a suggested £5 donation on the evening,
whether it be cake, pie or tart, we leave that up to you. You may want to have a
chocolate themed evening, ask everyone to bake the same thing and have a carrot
cake evening or just let your guests bake their favourites.
What you need to do
(All materials available for download on the Wainman Trust website)

1. Pick a day and venue and invite your friends using the invitation provided.
2. When guests arrive, take their entry and give it a Place Card number. Make sure
you keep a list of names and corresponding numbers, so you can announce the
winner. Try not to let other guests see the entries as they come in, this keeps it truly
anonymous until the winner is announced, only you should know.
3. Hand out the score sheets and let the people eat cake! (In the interests of hygiene
you may want to provide a spoon per individual per pudding entry!)
4. Collect the score sheets and the entry with the highest score is the winner. You
could present them with our winners certificate and a small prize of your choosing.
5. Take a photo of the winner with their bake, send it to us and with their permission
we’ll pop it on our website. If they are happy to share their recipe with us, all the
better.
6. Send us any money you have raised. 								
A massive THANK YOU!
Ideas for cake based fun
If you’re feeling silly, how about a game of Pie Face or the After Eight Challenge?
A baking based quiz – We can email one on request.
Ideas for raising even more funds
Raffle. Maybe you have unwanted gifts or wine etc
Sell remaining slices of cake for people to take home
Most important of all HAVE FUN!

